[Surgical management of vertebral column metastatic disease].
The spine is the most frequent site of skeletal metastases. Among all spinal malignancies metastatic disease is most frequent and indicative of disseminating tumor disease. Depending on primary tumor entity, estimated survival time, general health status of the patient, presence of spinal instability and neurological deficits an oncological useful and patient-specific therapeutic intervention should be performed. New anterior approaches, resections and reconstruction techniques are making surgery a preferred method over radiation therapy. For differential indication of the multiple surgical treatment modalities prognostic scores are available to assist individual decision making. Indications for surgery include survival prognosis of minimum 3 months, intractable pain, progress of myelon compression and/or neurological deficits under radiochemotherapy, spinal instability and necessity for histological diagnosis. Resulting quality of life depends on efficient decompression of the spinal cord and restoration of spinal stability. To achieve these ultimate goals there are different anterior and posterior approaches, instrumentations and vertebral body replacement implants available. Preoperative embolization should be performed in hypervascular tumors, e.g., renal cell cancer. Vertebro-/Kyphoplasty as a percutaneous intervention should be considered for painful multisegmental disease and symptomatic osteolysis without epidural tumor compression to reach analgesia and stability. A multidisciplinary approach in patient selection, decision making and management is an essential precondition for complication avoidance and acceptable quality of life.